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Abstract: As mobile devices allow access to an increasing amount of private data, using them in
public can potentially leak sensitive information through shoulder surfing. This includes personal
private data (e.g., in chat conversations) and business-related content (e.g., in emails). Leaking the
former might infringe on users’ privacy, while leaking the latter is considered a breach of the EU’s
General Data Protection Regulation as of May 2018. This creates a need for systems that protect
sensitive data in public. We introduce EyeSpot, a technique that displays content through a spot that
follows the user’s gaze while hiding the rest of the screen from an observer’s view through overlaid
masks. We explore different configurations for EyeSpot in a user study in terms of users’ reading
speed, text comprehension, and perceived workload. While our system is a proof of concept, we
identify crystallized masks as a promising design candidate for further evaluation with regard to the
security of the system in a shoulder surfing scenario.
Keywords: mobile devices; privacy; gaze; eye tracking; security

1. Introduction
Users interact with their mobile devices in different contexts, ranging from private spaces,
such as homes and offices, to public areas such as public transport, transit areas, and workplaces.
However, the convenience of being able to access sensitive data anywhere comes with the risk of
exposing private information to bystanders through shoulder surfing. A survey by Eiband et al.
revealed that interactions on mobile devices are often observed by bystanders which may leak sensitive
private information about, for example, the user’s personal relationships, interests and plans [1]. These
problems may potentially become more prominent with the increased popularity of larger screens of
smartphones and tablets where the content that users are not interacting with is unnecessarily exposed.
Leaking business-related third-person data when working on the go, such as information about
customers and employees, is even deemed a breach of the EU’s General Data Protection Regulation as
of May 2018 [2]. Furthermore, with growing tendency and expectations by employers and society to
be always accessible, employees are more likely to engage in acts that compromise privacy, such as
reading sensitive emails on the train.
This creates a need for systems that protect users’ “visual privacy” [3,4] in public. While prior
work presented various approaches to mitigate the shoulder surfing of credentials [5–7], the protection
of other data is relatively underexplored with the exception of few works that we discuss further
in Section 2 [4,8]. This work focuses on protecting sensitive text that is normally shown on screens,
and hence, visible to bystanders.
We introduce EyeSpot, a technique inspired by prior work on visual privacy protection [4,9] and
privacy protection with eye tracking [8,10,11]. EyeSpot utilizes the user’s gaze to protect their visual
privacy when interacting with a handheld mobile device. As illustrated in Figure 1, the on-screen
content is hidden through overlaid masks while revealing the “spot” the user is gazing at. This allows
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the user to read content on the display while hiding the surrounding content from potential observers.
We explored different configurations of EyeSpot in a user study. Namely, we compared blackout,
crystallized, and fake text masks for hiding content (shown in Figure 1) using two different spot sizes
(small and large) to a baseline (no-mask). We identify the crystallized mask as a promising candidate
for further evaluation. It distorts the content while still allowing the user to read with higher speed
and comprehension and a lower perceived workload compared to the other masks.

(A) Blackout

(B) Crystallize

(C) Fake Text

(D) No Mask

Figure 1. EyeSpot allows the user to perceive the display’s content at the spot being gazed at, while
hiding the remaining content to prevent leaking private data to bystanders. We experimented with
different masks and spot sizes. The blackout mask (A) overlays the area around the user’s gaze point
with a black filter. crystallized mask (B) maintains the context (e.g., chat bubbles) but distorts the
text. fake text mask (C) replaces the content with fake text (cf., no-mask in (D)). The circular markers
illustrate how fake text differs from no-mask, but were not shown to the user.

Contribution Statement
The contribution of this work is two-fold: (1) We introduce the concept and implementation
of EyeSpot that, when activated, utilizes the user’s gaze point to preserve privacy on handheld
mobile devices. (2) We report on the results of an evaluation of different configurations of EyeSpot,
and conclude with recommendations based on these results.
2. Related Work
Our work builds on prior work in the areas of (1) visual privacy protection and (2) privacy
protection using eye tracking.

(A)
Baseline
2.1. Visual
Privacy
Protection

(B) Blackout

(C) Crystallized

(D) Fake Text

Physical privacy protectors are widely sold on the market. They utilize dark filters to reduce the
viewing angles of screens and can be attached on mobile devices. However, while they indeed make
observations harder, shoulder surfers can still peek at content from certain angles [12]. Brudy et al.
introduced several concepts for protecting users from shoulder surfing on large public displays [13].
For example, they proposed blacking out sensitive content and dimming the entire screen except
for the parts shielded by the user’s body. In a wizard of Oz study, Zhou et al. explored concepts to
inform users that they are being shoulder surfed [8,14]. They also collected subjective feedback about
selectively hiding sensitive information, selectively showing part of the screen, or blacking out the
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screen. Although these privacy protection ideas are promising, to date there have been no formal
user studies to investigate the impact of these methods on the usability of the system, apart from the
subjective feedback collected by Zhou et al. [8,14]. In contrast, we evaluated an actual implementation
of EyeSpot for handheld mobile devices and quantified the impacts of different configurations on
reading speed, text comprehension, and perceived workload.
Other works explored protecting private content by distorting it. For example, von Zezschwitz et al.
blurred photos in galleries of mobile devices to protect privacy [9]. They exploited the human ability
to recognize distorted versions of photos they have seen before [15], while they remain ambiguous
to observers who have not seen the original undistorted version. Several works have used the
same concept for graphical password authentication [16–18]. Eiband et al. leveraged the fact that
handwritten text is easier to read by the writer compared to others and accordingly, distorted on-screen
text by displaying it in the user’s handwriting [4]. They found that it is easier for users to read text
shown in their own handwriting than in another person’s handwriting. These approaches inspired us to
experiment with different masks for EyeSpot. A key difference to the work of von Zezschwitz et al. [9]
is that EyeSpot deals with content that has not been seen by the user before, and instead of distorting
the entire view [4,9], we only distort parts of the display that are not being gazed at.
2.2. Privacy Protection Using Eye Tracking
Eye movements are generally subtle and difficult to observe [19]. This motivated the use of
eye tracking in different ways for privacy protection. For example, prior work utilized gaze for
explicit authentication [10,20–25], for implicitly improving graphical password selection [26,27], and
for biometric authentication [28,29].
Recently, eye tracking has become feasible on handheld mobile devices [30]. For example, Liu et al.
leveraged gaze gestures for authentication on mobile devices [11], while Khamis et al. combined
gaze and touch for multimodal authentication on such devices [31]. Song et al. introduced biometric
gaze-based authentication on mobile devices [32].
Apart from authentication, eye tracking has also been used for visual privacy protection. For
example, Lian et al. detected eyes in video frames to determine whether anyone is shoulder surfing
the user; if eyes are detected, the brightness of the screen is adapted accordingly [33]. Brudy et al. used
a Kinect to estimate the gaze direction of passers-by in front of a large public display and visualized it
to users of the display to make them aware of shoulder surfers [13]. While this approach works well
for public displays, detecting the gaze direction of bystanders with the front-facing camera of a user’s
mobile device is often unfeasible due to its narrow-angle lens [3,52].
3. Concept
Two key factors influenced the design of EyeSpot: the type of screen mask used to hide the content
that is not currently being gazed at and the size of the spot that follows the user’s gaze.
3.1. Screen Masks
There are many possible ways to hide private content on screens of mobile devices. In this work,
we investigated three masks that were motivated by related work.
3.1.1. Blackout Mask
The most intuitive way to protect private content is by completely hiding it. Hence, we
experimented with a mask that blacks out the entire screen except for the region that the user is
gazing at. This was motivated by previously reported reactions to shoulder surfing in which users
turned the screen off [1] or used privacy screens [12].
While this mask provides basic protection of the screen content, it has two disadvantages.
First, it hides the layout of the interface. While hiding the activity itself has its security merits,
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hiding contextual elements that are normally visible in the periphery and useful for the legitimate user
could impede usability. Second, it is straightforward to identify the spot’s position (see Figure 1A).
3.1.2. Crystallized Mask
Research about “unconscious inference” confirms that humans can recognize objects that are
distorted [34]. Previous work utilized this perception property of humans to improve the security of
graphical passwords [17,18,35]. Similarly, von Zezschwitz et al. [9] distorted images using different
kinds of filters (e.g., oil paint, crystallize, and pixelate) to protect privacy while browsing pictures
and found that crystallized filters achieve a balance between usability and security.
These positive results motivated us to experiment with a crystallized mask to hide private
information. Unlike the blackout mask, the crystallized mask maintain the context that would help
users orient themselves on the interface. For example, users can still perceive the layout of the interface
in the periphery (see Figure 1B). While this is an advantage from a usability perspective, the revealed
context could also leak private information to attackers. For example, observers might still recognize
emojis or see who is more talkative in a chat conversation, or they could identify the number of digits
in a bank balance shown in an online banking app which could help them to guess the user’s balance.
In addition to providing context to the user, a further advantage from the security perspective is that
the position of the revealed spot is not as clear to the observer compared to the blackout mask (compare
Figure 1A,B).
3.1.3. Fake Text
Steganography has been anciently used to obfuscate text [36,37]. One way to do this is by using
fake text to cover the original text [38]. This motivated us to experiment with the impact of using fake,
yet meaningful, overlaid text (see Figure 1C) to mask the actual content on the screen. Unlike the other
masks, fake text requires prior knowledge about the User Interface structure to create a similar one
and replace the text with fake content. Fake text can be loaded from online random text generators
(e.g., the RandomText API [39] and Spam Mimic [40]).
From a security perspective, the advantage of this method is that it does not only conceal private
information, it also makes it less obvious to the observer that a protection mechanism is in place.
Additionally, as seen in Figure 1C, it is more difficult for observers to identify the spot due to the
lack of obvious edges. Similar to the crystallized mask, this mask maintains the layout and structure
of the interface. While this mask has obvious privacy protection advantages, we were interested in
investigating whether it confuses the user or reduces reading speed.
3.2. Spot Size
The second main design factor is the size of the spot through which the content is revealed. Again,
the choice of the spot size is likely to influence the trade-off between usability and security; a very
large spot could be less effective at protecting privacy, while a very small one could hinder usability.
Humans can perceive everything inside the fovea centralis with high acuity [41]. The diameter of
the fovea is approximately 2◦ , which is about the size of a thumbnail when when looked at with the
arm outstretched [42]. These facts influenced our design of the spot size. The two degrees of visual
angle corresponded to 1.05 cm in our setup at a distance of 30 cm from the screen, which is the typical
distance between the user and the smartphone [43,44]. Pilot testing indicated that reading through a
spot of diameter 1.05 cm is difficult. Hence, we chose two larger sizes to experiment with: 1.9 cm and
2.85 cm (which correspond to visual angles of 3.6◦ and 5.4◦ at a 30 cm reading distance) that we call
the small spot and large spot, respectively, in the remainder of this article.
4. Implementation
EyeSpot is an iOS application. In the following text, we explain our implementation of the masks
and moving spot.
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4.1. Interface and Masks
The masks are implemented using built-in features of iOS. Blackout is implemented by overlaying
an empty view that is then set to black. The Crystallized mask uses the CICrystallize function in iOS’s
image processing library [45]. Fake text is realized by overlaying a view in a manner similar to blackout.
The view loads an HTML template based on the shown interface and fills it with fake text. In contrast
to the previous masks, fake text requires prior knowledge about the structure of the current UI. When
using fake text, it is important that the fake content looks similar to the original content in terms of
length. We used predetermined templates in our prototype to evaluate fake text, in which we manually
selected random text to match the alignment of the original text (i.e., to match the sentence length and
paragraphs). This is a limitation of our current implementation of the fake text mask; future versions
of EyeSpot will dynamically generate fake content that fits the displayed UI. This can be done using
existing approaches from linguistic steganography [36] that generate meaningful random text that
matches the format of the original text (e.g., Spam Mimic [40]). However, our manual adaptation
allowed us to get early insights into the performance of the mask, assuming an ideal fitting algorithm
and text generation are already in place.
4.2. Eye Tracking and the Moving Spot
Despite recent advancements in front-facing cameras that allow eye tracking on mobile devices,
achieving highly accurate tracking in real-time is still a challenge. Wood and Bulling [46] achieved
a maximum accuracy of 6.88◦ , which is insufficient for EyeSpot. On the other hand, recent works
have achieved higher accuracy levels using appearance-based gaze estimation (e.g., 2.58◦ [47]), yet
such methods do not run in real-time. Hence, in this work, we opted for the PUPIL eye tracker [48],
an external mobile eye tracker that is worn by the user (see Figure 2A). There was no constant delay,
i.e., the spot was moving in real time in response to the user’s gaze. However, in some cases, delays
did happen and negatively influenced the study participants’ experience. The delays occurred due
to loose cables and network congestion. We envision that accurate and real-time eye tracking will be
feasible on unmodified mobile devices in the near future, and hence, our technique will be achievable
on commodity devices.

A

B

Figure 2. The figure shows the usability study’s setup. The iPhone was mounted on a holder such that
it was 30 cm away from the user’s eyes (A). From the user’s perspective, they could see the phone with
the spot moving according to the user’s gaze (B).

By detecting four markers at the corners of the phone (see Figure 2B) from the world-view camera
of the eye tracker, we were able to accurately map the user’s gaze to a point on the phone’s screen.
The gaze points were communicated to the mobile device via WiFi through a proxy server, which was
running on a laptop connected to the eye tracker. The iOS app then moved the spot based on the user’s
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gaze point in real-time (i.e., saccade speed). We applied smoothing to the edges of the spot to avoid
sharp visible edges.
5. User Study
The goal of this study was to collect usage data to analyze the reading speed, reading
comprehension, and perceived workload when using EyeSpot with different masks and spot sizes.
5.1. Participants
We invited 14 participants (3 females) aged between 18 and 28 years ( M = 24.2, SD = 1.8)
through mailing lists and social networks. Participants were compensated with 20 Euro e-shop
vouchers. All participants had normal or corrected to normal sight. The only prerequisite was being a
native speaker of the language used for the text displayed during the study.
5.2. Setup and Design
The EyeSpot app ran on an iPhone 6s Plus (5.5”, 1920 × 1080 pixels at 401 ppi). The iPhone was
mounted on a holder that was adjusted based on the participant’s height to be at a distance of 30 cm
from the participant’s eyes. This distance was determined based on previous work [43,44]. The study
ran for two hours per participant. We adjusted the angle of the holder so that participants would not
have to bend their neck while reading (see Figure 2).
We experimentally manipulated two independent variables: (IV1) Mask type, i.e., (a) blackout,
(b) crystallized, (c) fake text masks, and (d) a baseline no-mask; and (IV2) Spot size, i.e., the
aforementioned small spot and large spot.
Participants consumed two types of text—we experimented with Chat conversations to represent
dynamic short snippets of text (as an example used in a private context) and Email messages to
represent static larger pieces of text (as an example used in a business context). Instant messaging was
identified as the most observed content type in public space, while email messages are among the
most observed text-based contents [1,49]. We used chat conversations from the WhatsApp-Column
[50]. As for emails, we used essays from Level 4 German Practice Exams by the American Association
of Teachers of German [51]. This means that the texts were equally difficult according to language
experts and that the comprehension questions of these exams could be used to assess participants’ text
comprehension.
In a repeated measures experiment, all participants went through all conditions in addition to
a baseline (no-mask), in which the interface was not modified. This means that each participant
performed 14 reading sessions: 2 content types × ((3 masks × 2 spot sizes) + no-mask). The order
of conditions was counterbalanced using Latin square. We distributed the 14 texts such that each
participant would read a different piece of text at each condition, e.g., if a participant read email
text TEXT1 in the blackout small spot condition, then no other participant read that same text in the
blackout small spot condition. This was done to reduce any possible influences of the text on our
evaluation of a condition’s performance.
5.3. Measures
We measured the influence on three dependent variables. First, reading speed was measured
in words per minute (wpm) from the moment participants read the first words until they finished
reading the last word in the text. Second, we evaluated text comprehension by asking the participants
comprehension questions after each reading session. For the chat conversations, we asked about the
sensitive dynamics of the conversation that previous work has indicated observers can infer from
shoulder surfing [1]. Namely, we asked 5-point Likert scale questions (1 = strongly agree; 5 = strongly
disagree) about whether (1) the two chatting parties were in a close relationship; (2) the conversation
was emotional; and (3) the amount of text written by each party was balanced. We also asked multiple
choice questions about the content of the conversation, e.g., “What did the person talk about in the
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chat: (a) storage methods; (b) research results; (c) financial accounting; (d) computer graphics”. For the
emails, we asked the comprehension questions used in the practice exams from which we extracted the
text [51]. Third, perceived mental workload was collected through a NASA TLX (Task Load Index)
questionnaire that was filled out for each condition. Finally, we asked participants to indicate their
subjective difficulty rating of each condition using a 5-point Likert scale.
5.4. Procedure
Participants were explained the purpose of the study and then signed a consent form.
The experimenter launched the system, adjusted the holder’s height, and helped the participant
wear and calibrate the eye tracker. For each condition, participants were asked to read the text at a pace
at which they would normally read. Afterwards, participants verbally answered the comprehension
questions, filled in the NASA TLX questionnaire, and provided the subjective difficulty rating. Then,
they proceeded to the next condition. We concluded the study with a semi-structured interview. The
study took two hours per participant; to reduce effects of fatigue, participants were allowed to take
breaks whenever they needed.
6. Limitations
While eye tracking has become feasible using front-facing cameras of mobile devices, there are
still open challenges [30,52]. Therefore, we opted for using a mobile eye tracker and markers on the
corners of the phone’s screen. This means that the phone’s position was fixed and could not be moved
by the user. While this limits the ecological validity, it ensures highly accurate tracking. However,
we expect that advances in eye tracking and front-facing cameras will make this concept feasible
in everyday scenarios in the future. Finally, another limitation is that mobile eye tracking systems,
including the one used in this work, are generally inaccurate and do not represent the user’s exact
gaze point due to technological and anatomical reasons [41].
6.1. Results
We analyzed 196 reading sessions (14 texts × 14 participants).
6.1.1. Reading Speed
A repeated measures ANOVA with Greenhouse–Geisser correction showed that the masks had
a significant effect on reading speed F1.45,18.86 = 45.99, p < 0.001. Post-hoc analysis with Bonferroni
correction revealed a significant difference in reading speed between no-mask ( M = 244.24, SD =
78.16) and (1) blackout ( M = 118.32, SD = 47.25), p < 0.001; (2) crystallized ( M = 136.23, SD =
55.77), p < 0.01; and (3) fake text ( M = 106.74, SD = 63.62), p < 0.001. No significant differences
were found between the other pairs (p > 0.05). This means that users were fastest when using no-mask;
however, we did not find any evidence that either crystallized, blackout, or fake text masks resulted in
significantly faster reading speed than the other test conditions. A repeated measures ANOVA showed
a significant effect of the spot size on the reading speed as well F1,13 = 29.25, p < 0.001. Post-hoc
analysis with Bonferroni correction indicated that reading with a bigger spot ( M = 176, SD = 73.69)
was significantly faster than reading with a smaller spot ( M = 126.57, SD = 83.67), p < 0.001. The
results are summarized in Figure 3.
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Figure 3. The masks resulted in slower reading speeds at the expense of reducing the amount of
exposed content to shoulder surfers. While statistical testing only confirmed that no-mask resulted in a
significantly faster reading speed, the figure suggests that reading was faster with larger spots and that
users were faster when using the crystallized mask, followed by the blackout mask, and slowest when
using fake text mask (A). As for comprehension, we could not find significant effects of masks and spot
sizes on text comprehension. The differences were negligible, suggesting that EyeSpot does not have a
strong impact on understanding the text (B).

We also found a statistically significant interaction F3,39 = 6.6, p < 0.005 between the mask type
and the spot size (p < 0.005). Therefore, we compared further differences for each spot size and found
that with a small spot size, reading with the crystallized mask ( M = 105.17, SD = 31.58) was
significantly faster than reading with the fake text mask ( M = 71.48, SD = 34.26), p < 0.05.
6.1.2. Text Comprehension
We scored participants’ answers to the comprehension questions out of 100. The mean scores for
each mask and spot size are shown in Figure 3. We could not find any statistically significant effect
of masks nor spot sizes on text comprehension (p > 0.05). No interaction effects were found either
(p > 0.05). This means there is no evidence that one mask results in lower comprehension compared
to the other masks or the no-mask. Visual inspection of Figure 3 suggests that participants answered
comprehension questions correctly more often with no-mask, followed by with the crystallized mask
when using the large spot. Correct answers when using the other masks as well as the crystallized
mask along with the small spot were all below 70%.
6.1.3. Mental Workload
While we found no significant differences (p > 0.05), Figure 4 suggests that the fake text mask
is associated with the highest demand and that the least demanding condition is the crystallized
mask when used with the large spot. The blackout mask is less demanding than fake text, but more
demanding than the crystallized mask.
6.1.4. Subjective Difficulty Rating
When asked which masks and spot sizes caused the most confusion, participants agreed that the
large spot and the crystallized mask were the least confusing. The blackout mask received a middle
score, while fake text and small spot were perceived to be the most confusing (Table 1).
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Table 1. When asked if “Reading with ... was confusing” on a 5-point Likert scale (1 = strongly agree; 5
= strongly disagree), participants indicated that the crystallized mask was the least confusing, while
fake text was the most confusing. Participants also preferred a larger spot over a smaller one.
Spot Size
small spot large spot
Median
SD

2.00
0.92

4.00
1.00

No-Mask
5.00
0.00

Mask
blackout
crystallized
3.00
0.19

4.00
0.92

fake text
1.00
0.69

Figure 4. The figure shows the weighted results of the NASA TLX questionnaire administered using an
online tool (https://www.keithv.com/software/nasatlx/nasatlx.html). No significant differences were
found, which means there is no evidence that one mask is more demanding than the other. However,
visual inspection of the figure suggests a trend whereby using a large spot and a crystallized mask is
associated with the least demand, while fake text mask is highly demanding with both spot sizes.

6.1.5. Qualitative Feedback
When asked about feedback on EyeSpot, all participants mentioned they believe that the system
would mitigate the risk of shoulder surfing, in particular, in crowded environments like public
transport. Some felt that using the system was tiring during the study—this concerned the small spot
in particular as well as the fake text condition, where participants experienced difficulty orienting
themselves in the text. One participant stated that using the smartphone at eye level felt strange.
We expect that as lenses of front-facing cameras advance, there will be no need to hold the mobile
device in a particular way to enable eye tracking. In a real scenario, users would not spend as much
time as they spent in our study (2 h) reading text using EyeSpot; therefore, we expect eye fatigue
to be less prominent in real scenarios. In cases where users read for extended periods of time, the
system should be capable of noticing when the user is vulnerable to shoulder surfing (e.g., by detecting
potential shoulder surfers) and accordingly activate or deactivate EyeSpot). Three participants said
that the gaze-based interaction in general was difficult and unfamiliar. Since gaze interaction is a new
and unfamiliar concept, it is expected that users will need time to get used to it.
7. Discussion and Future Work
EyeSpot protects the user’s privacy by obfuscating content that is currently not being gazed at
by the user. We experimented with multiple masks and spot sizes. Visually inspecting the figures
showed that the crystallized mask tends to be associated with the fastest reading time (Figure 3) and
the lowest perceived workload (Figure 4) and associated level of confusion (Table 1). However, since
no significant differences were found between the different masks, there is no statistical evidence that
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one of them is better than the other in terms of reading speed, text comprehension, and workload.
While we present the crystallized mask as a promising mask, confirmation that it performs significantly
better than the other masks requires further research.
7.1. Threat Model
According to a survey by Eiband et al. [1], most shoulder surfing cases involve the observer
uncovering private information about the user in a passive, rather than an active, manner. That is,
shoulder surfers are often opportunistic, acting out of boredom and curiosity [1]. Since this constitutes
the majority of shoulder surfing situations, EyeSpot is intended to protect against this type of casual
shoulder surfing attack, where an observer occasionally glances at the user’s screen. EyeSpot does
this by limiting the visible part of the screen. That being said, EyeSpot is not optimized for cases of
intentional shoulder surfing where the attacker intentionally seeks to invade the user’s privacy. In fact,
if the user is observed actively and “continously” while using EyeSpot for an extended period of time,
attackers at a close distance are expected to be able to follow the spot and uncover the information
they are after. Furthermore, knowing what the user is attending to by observing their gaze point could
potentially leak even more private information.
A simple solution could be to display multiple spots instead of one, with only one of them
following the user’s gaze while the others display fake content (similar to fake cursors introduced by
De Luca et al. [53]). The shoulder surfer would then not know which one to follow and would more
likely observe fake content. The additional spots would not follow the user’s gaze to avoid confusing
the legitimate user, but could still impact usability due to the cluttered peripheral view.
7.2. Finding the Spot
Finding the moving spot when the blackout mask is employed is relatively easy, since the
contrast between the spot and the surrounding (black) content is obvious (see Figure 1). On the other
hand, the crystallized mask makes this distinction less clear, while the fake text mask makes it even
less prominent.
7.3. Usability–Security Trade-Off
The trade-off between usability and security has been discussed in prior work [9,10,31].
The crystallized mask shows some interface features that could leak meta information about the content
(e.g., who is writing more messages, how many digits make up a certain on-screen number, etc.). While
the fake text and blackout masks hide contextual information, they tend to reduce reading speed and
are more demanding. For example, by observing content that is masked with a crystallized mask, the
shoulder surfer might be able to estimate how many digits are in a price tag or a shopping cart, and,
accordingly, learn how expensive a purchase is. Similarly, several emojis can be guessed even if they
are distorted, and attackers can learn which party is sending more messages (see Figure 1). In contrast,
the blackout and fake text masks completely hide the screen content, hence resisting such attacks. On
the downside, these masks eliminate contextual information that users often rely on to find content.
This was echoed in our quantitative and qualitative results that showed that users were slower and
under higher workload when using blackout and fake text masks, as opposed to the crystallized mask.
The same applies for the spot size—the smaller the spot, the less content the attacker can see, at the
expense of a less usable experience for the legitimate user.
Since the crystallized mask already hides content to a large degree and tends to have less impact
on reading speed than other masks, we recommend it for more frequent use. The other masks could be
available when additional obfuscation is needed at the expense of reading speed, e.g., when the user
accesses private or sensitive content in public settings.
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7.4. Applicability to Other Content Types
We focused on text-based content. Namely, we experimented with chat conversations and email
messages because they were identified as two content types that are often shoulder surfed [1,49] and
serve as examples for a private and a business context, respectively. We did not find any significant
differences across the different content types in our study. We expect that similar results would be
found when using different contexts in which text is displayed on a mobile device, such as online
banking apps, online news articles, and social networking apps. However, using EyeSpot when
viewing photos or videos might negatively influence the user’s experience since users would want
to perceive the entire content and swiftly switch focus to the periphery. Therefore, this needs to be
investigated in future work.
7.5. Technical Realization
Although we used an external eye tracker, advances in computing power and front-facing
cameras (e.g., depth camera in iPhone X) promise highly accurate gaze estimation on commodity
mobile devices [30]. A challenge that was identified in prior work is that users do not always hold
smartphones in a way such that the front-facing camera can detect their faces [52]. However, this is
expected to improve over time, as more gaze estimation methods continue to develop that do not
rely on an entirely visible face, but rather only visible eyes [54]. This problem will further become
less prominent as angles of front-facing camera lenses become wider. Another challenge is how
EyeSpot can adapt to shaky environments (e.g., looking at the phone while walking or in a car). Ideally,
the system would detect these situations and either enlarge the spot or disable EyeSpot completely.
For example, previous work adapted brightness if a shoulder surfer was gazing at the user’s device
[33]. EyeSpot can be enabled in these situations and disabled in situations in which the inertial sensors
suggest that the user is walking.
8. Conclusions
We presented EyeSpot, a technique for protecting user privacy with eye tracking by hiding content
that is not being gazed at with overlaid masks. We experimented with three mask types and two
spot sizes. We found that using a crystallized mask along with a large spot is a promising design
candidate in terms of reading speed, comprehension, and mental workload. In future work, we plan to
investigate EyeSpot further and to extent the threat model presented in this work in order to optimize
against threats where attackers continuously observe the user’s screen.
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